A theory of optimal orthogonal fractions is developed for Fourier regression models using integer lattice designs. These provide alternatives to simple grids (product designs) in the case when speci ed main e ects and interaction terms are required to be analysed. The challenge is to obtain sample sizes which are polynomial in the dimension rather than exponential. This is achieved for certain models with special algorithms based on both special algebraic generation and more direct sequential search, which will be called linear.
Introduction
In the paper by Bates, Buck, Riccomagno and Wynn (1995) the simple fact was mentioned that certain integer lattice designs (see below for the de nition) are D{optimal in the sense of Kiefer and Wolfowitz for Fourier regression models. It has been known for many years that integer equally spaced City University, UK EC1V 0HB. E{mail e.riccomagno@city.ac.uk y Freie Universit at Berlin. E{mail schwabe@math.fu-berlin.de z City University, UK EC1V 0HB. E{mail h.p.wynn@city.ac.uk x work supported by the research grant Ku719/2-1 of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft k The rst author is supported by the UK Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council grids (product designs) have this property. The analogy is with polynomial regression in that if only a limited number of, or in fact no, interactions are required to be estimated then we can reduce the size of the experiment by using a fraction. Here the lattice will play the role of fractions in the polynomial theory. The alias theory turns out to be radically di erent with the cyclic group playing an important role via the harmonic nature of the theory. Brie y the lattice structure is able to turn a model in high dimensions into a one{dimensional model.
2 Fourier models
Notation
We work with, what we call, complete models and describe them in the following format taken from the convention for the syntax of computer languages ClassModel(Dimension; Order; < Order >; Number of Interactions)
where Dimension Number of Interactions 1. The rst equality holds for a full interaction model and the second for an additive model.
One{dimensional model
For the one{dimensional Fourier regression model F(1; m; 1) E(Y ( cos(2 rx) r (1) x 2 0; 1), the equally spaced design points on an equidistant grid with at least 2m + 1 supporting points is D{optimum in the sense of Kiefer and Wolfowitz (see Kiefer, 1959 , and see also Pukelsheim, 1993 , for a recent text). The uniform design with 2m + 1 supporting points has minimal support, i.e. there are exactly as many supporting points in the design as parameters in the model. It is denoted by . It is also A{, E{ and integrated mean square error (IMSE) optimum (see Section 3.2). Hoel (1965) shows that product designs are D{optimal for product models. Thus, if 1 is a D{optimum design measure for a linear model E (Y (x 1 )) = P m 1 i=0 i f i (x 1 ) on a design space X 1 and similarly 2 is D{optimum for a model E (Y (x 2 )) = P m 2 i=0 i g i (x 2 ) on a space X 2 , then the product measure 1 2 is D{optimum for the linear model whose terms are of the form f i (x 1 )g j (x 2 ) on the space X 1 X 2 . The same is true for models in higher dimensions and with no interactions if f 0 = 1 and g 0 = 1. For the case of Fourier regression this last restriction is not necessary (see Schwabe, 1994b) . The same result for the other criteria has been proved e.g. by Rafaj lowicz and Myszka (1992) and 
Two{dimensional models
If we introduce the sets A`= f 2 f?1;1g`; 1 = 1g of all`{dimensional multi{indices from f?1;1g with unit rst entry, we can write the product type Schwabe, 1993 Schwabe, ,1994b (6) . Note that for any of the present Fourier models the information matrix equals the identity matrix.
Model
Number of parameters F(1; m; 1) 2m + 1 F ( The main purpose of the paper is to show that optimality can be achieved using lattice designs for complete Fourier models without having to take product designs. They have a structure which is cyclic, but for which the aliasing theory is very di erent from classical polynomial models. The new theory can be considered as a theory of orthogonal fractions for the Fourier models. We shall give examples of orthogonal (optimum) families of designs or rather optimum design{model pairs.
A rst single generator design
Let us consider F(2; m 1 ; m 2 ; 2). As already pointed out a particular D{ optimum design is given by 1 The cyclic structure of a lattice design suggests some a nity with trigonometric functions. Indeed, because of the periodicity of the trigonometric functions we have sin(2 r i kg i mod n n ) = sin(2 r i kg i n ) and cos(2 r i kg i mod n n ) = cos(2 r i kg i n )
More generally, we have for all 2 As in 2 1 r k 1 kg k 1 mod n n + :::
cos 2 1 r k 1 kg k 1 mod n n + :::
If g 1 and n are mutually prime we may assume without loss of generality that g 1 = 1 (see Niederreiter, 1992 page 126) . This can be achieved by a rearrangement of the generated design points. Note that the design described in Section 1.2 for F(1; m; 1) is a lattice{design generated by g = 1 with at least 2m + 1 supporting points.
General ideas and main statements 4.1 General ideas
A key observation in this paper is that a model with terms in higher dimensions can be \tricked" into a model in one{dimension by exploiting the structure of the lattice. We explain this with a two dimensional example. Consider the model F(2; 1; 1; 2) and the lattice with generator (1; 5) and n = 13 supporting points. Since the lattice is generated by a ( mod 13) reduction these columns can be replaced by 0 0 0 0 1 5 6 9 2 10 12 5 3 2 5 1 4 7 11 10 5 12 4 6 6 4 10 2 7 9 3 11 8 1 9 7 9 6 2 3 10 11 8 12 11 3 1 8 12 8 7 4 Identical columns would be produced by a one{dimensional model with only the terms r = 1, r = 5, r = 6, r = 9 and equally spaced observations, i.e. the model F(2; 1; 1; 2) is converted into the 1-dimensional non{complete \model" with regression function ( 1; cos(2 x); cos(2 5x); cos(2 6x); cos(2 9x); sin(2 x); sin(2 5x); sin(2 6x); sin(2 9x) ) For this last model the uniform design with 13 equispaced supporting points is D{optimum. Since the information matrix for F(2; 1; 1; 2) evaluated in the (1; 5) design is equal to the information matrix for the non{complete model evaluated in the 13 points uniform design, we conclude that the given lattice design is D{optimum for F(2; 1; 1; 2). On the lattice the function cos(2 (?4)z) is equal to cos(2 9z) and hence to cos(2 4z) and the function sin(2 9z) is equal to ?sin(2 4z). As the minus implies an orthogonal transformation not a ecting the D{criterion ?4 (9 (mod 1)3) can be replaced by 4.
Moreover, notice that in considering the array (1; 5; 6; 9) it is critical that in the augmented array (0 1; 5; 6; 9; 13 ? 1 = 12; 13 ? 5 = 8; 13 ? 6 = 7; 13?9 = 4) there are no repetitions. Note that this fact causes the trigonometric functions to be orthogonal on the lattice. We could alternatively use the negative (inverse) elements in the cyclic group G 13 giving the sequence (?6; ?5; ?4; ?1; 1; 4; 5; 6)
We formalise this technique in the theorems of the next subsection.
Statements
Theorem 1 For the model F(1; m; 1) the lattice design generated by g (one{ dimensional vector) and with n support points (n 2m + 1) is D{optimum if and only if 2m + 1 is the cardinality of gN where N := fr; r = ?m;:::;?1;0;1;:::;mg considered as a subset of the cyclic group G n = (f0; 1; :::; n ? 1g; +). Proof This follows from the observation that the appropriate columns of the information matrix are orthogonal. Hence the information matrix becomes the identity which is known to be the information matrix belonging to a D{optimum design.
2
We remark that the condition in the last theorem is satis ed if and only if all the parameters of the model are identi able, that is estimable.
If all the elements in the array are mutually di erent in Z Z , they are also di erent in G n where n = 2mg + 1, i. e. twice the maximum element in the array itself plus 1. While this is an upper bound for the sample size, a lower bound is given by the number of parameters in the model. These rules are not limited to the one{dimensional situation and hold in general (see later).
The next result allows us to prove similar conditions for more complicated models in which not all of the lower order functions are present straightforwardly from Theorem 1. cos(2 r j x) r j (9) where r j 6 = r k for all j; k = 1; : : : ; q, q m and r j 2 f1;:::;mg 8j = 1; : : : ; q, the lattice design generated by g and with n support points is D{optimum if and only if 2q + 1 is the cardinality of the set gN with N := fr j ; j = ?q;:::;?1;0;1;:::;qg considered as a subset of the cyclic group G n = (f0; 1; :::; n ? 1g; +).
The above result follows again immediately from the orthogonality of the trigonometric functions on the given lattice. The rst strong result is that we can have D{optimum lattice designs for the model (4) F(2; m 1 ; m 2 ; 2).
Theorem 2 For the model F(2; m 1 ; m 2 ; 2) the lattice design generated by (g 1 ; g 2 ) and with n support points is D{optimum if and only if all sums rg 1 + sg 2 ; r 2 N 1 ; s 2 N 2 are di erent to each other (in the cyclic group G n ).
We omit the proofs of this and the next results, which can be deduced directly from Theorem 1 by imbedding the multi{dimensional model into a non{complete one{dimensional one of higher order. More generally we state In particular, for additive models there are only two rows in the array the members of which have to be di erent. For a 2{factor interaction model there are only three rows, and for complete interactions model we recover the conditions of Theorem 3.
Sometimes it is necessary to investigate situations in which only the main e ects are involved. G n ) and, additionally, the members in the last rows are all di erent from the members in the rst S + 1 rows in G n .
We have obtained the results in Section 5 as follows: rst we start from a generator and check whether all the members in the above array are di erent in the set of all positive integers. If this is true then they are also di erent in the cyclic group G n with n = 2N 1 + 1 where N 1 is the largest member in the array. We call this choice of n the Upper Law.
After that we look for smaller sizes n, maybe even minimal, such that the members remain di erent within the corresponding cyclic group G n . For example, a closer investigation of the array being considered for additive models shows that there are large gaps already at the beginning. To reduce the size we can match the larger members of the array into suitable gaps in the upper half. Because of the symmetry of the array with respect to zero the corresponding negative members will automatically t into gaps in the lower half. Usually the largest gap will be between the maximum member N 1 and the next to maximum one, say N 2 , and usually N 1 > N 2 + 1. So a size N 1 + N 2 + 1 is suitable and gives a reduction of, at most, g d . A similar rule holds for the other models. We refer to it with the terms Generalised Upper Law. If we are interested only in the main e ects we may proceed as follows. If N 3 is the largest member in the rst two rows of the array associated with the main e ects and N 1 is the largest member in the whole array a straightforward Main Generalised Upper Law states that a size N 1 + N 3 + 1 is suitable. Obviously any size larger than the one given by the Upper Law resp. the Main Generalised Upper Law is suitable.
We note that because of the diagonal structure of the information matrix the D{optimum designs obtained are also optimum with respect to any (convex) criterion based on the eigenvalues of the information matrix. In particular, they are also A{ and E{optimum, i. e. they minimize the averaged variance for the single parameters respect to the largest eigenvalue of the corresponding covariance matrix. Moreover, those designs which are D{optimum for the whole parameter vector result in a minimum value for the integrated mean squared error 
Increasing the dimension
In order to guarantee both identi ability and D{optimality, at least the entries g 1 ; :::; g d of a generator (g 1 ; :::; g d ) have to be di erent for every Fourier model. In the next section we search for ordered generators such that g 1 < ::: < g d .
Below we list the di erent generators prototypes that will be discussed. 
An algorithm for the one{step strategy
We present an algorithm for an iterative sequence of generator components obtained by the one{step strategy from the theorems. This algorithm reduces the time{consuming search to a minimum. Indeed we have only to look for the smallest positive integer not belonging to a given set. Also, this algorithm gives a reasonable bound on the increase of the generator components and, hence, of the required size by the Upper Law as the dimension d increases. We wish to nd out classes of lattice designs for which the number of supporting points increases polynomially with the dimension. This model is a submodel of F(d; m 1 ; : : : ; m 1 ; 1), so the entries in the corresponding array are di erent to each other and the generated design will be D{optimum as long as the condition n 2 max k fm k g k g + 1 from the Upper Law is satis ed. These are referred to as linear generators. We summarize some results in self{explanatory tables, to be found at the end of the paper: \Dim" stands for \dimension", \gen" for \generator", N 1 is the largest number and N 2 is the second{largest number in the array to be checked. By UL we mean the number of supporting points given by the Upper Law and Gen UL by the Generalised Upper Law. Finally \Min.Size" is the minimum number of support points for the generator in the row.
In most situations the one{step generator is preferable to the mechanical linear generator with respect to the minimum attainable size n. The only exceptions we found were for F(d; 2; : : :; 2; 1) in case d 5 .
The last additive model we consider is F(2; m 1 ; m 1 ; 1). The linear generator (1; m 1 + 1) is also the one{step generator. By the Upper Law the size is 2m 2 1 +2m 1 +1 and by the Generalized Upper Law it is 2m 2 1 +m 1 . A complete compression gives m 2 1 + 2m 1 + 2. which is again slightly smaller than the size required for making inference on the whole parameter vector (see below).
Models with two{factor interactions
We continue listing models and techniques, distinguishing inference on main e ects and inference on the whole parameter vector. These are the models and the techniques F(d; As for the additive models we summarise the results in self{explanatory tables.
We conclude with some gures representing the behaviour of the one{step generators for the two factors interactions models, both for inference on the main e ects and on the whole parameters vector.
For the main e ects in F(d; 2; :::; 2; 2) Figure 1 shows the logarithm of d , the rst di erences of the generators divided by 4, for the sequence (10) against the dimension d up to 180. The self similar structure mentioned in the text is evident. Figure 2 shows the logarithm of the generator of the same sequence against log(d) and gives an estimated slope of 1:7.
For inference on the whole parameter vector in F(d; 2; :::; 2; 2) Figure 3 shows the logarithm of the rst di erences for the one{step sequence (11) against the dimension d. Figure 4 shows the second di erences against the dimension d and Figure 5 
